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WHAT IS REALLY NEEDED 
 

 The complaint that we need more good ideas is seriously incomplete and misleading.  As amply 
illustrated above, there are plenty of sensible and thoughtful ideas about new and appropriate economics, as 
well as other important global issues.   This plethora of constructive thinking includes both recently published 
books (not to mention articles) as well as those published two to three decades ago.  Do economists and 
policymakers know of these books?  Read these books?  And substantially change their thinking as a result?  
One cannot help but sense that there is something very wrong.  Surely, yet another book, article, or journal is 
not what is needed.  Rather, what is really needed are actions in seven areas, none of which is sufficient on its 
own. 
 
1) A Clearinghouse for New Economics.  Ongoing collection and assessment of books and articles on new 

economics is needed, in order to accelerate learning.  A global clearinghouse is roughly outlined by this 
biblioessay.  It should provide far more extensive abstracts, indexing of ideas (i.e. the many definitions of 
wealth) and selection of best books—both popular and scholarly--by an individual or a panel to counter 
the glut of titles.  The harsh but unspoken fact is that these titles compete with each other, but some are 
surely more valuable than others, while all should be recorded. 
 

2) The Summation.  An ongoing summary statement must bring together the best of these ideas about post-
GDP measurement and the varieties of wealth that should be considered for well-being and sustainability 
in the 21st century.  Serious dissenting views can and should be included, but some sort of ongoing 
provisional consensus is needed, following the lead of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.  
Similar to the IPCC, this consensus statement should be made in a variety of formats, including a brief 
executive summary and one or more popularized versions.  The agreement will feature some alternative 
measurement scheme (ISEW, GPI, or Human Economic Welfare Index as discussed in CADMUS 1:1, 99-
113),  and efforts should begin to encourage usage initially as a supplemental measure, and eventually as a 
substitute for GDP.  Any new and broader measure will be imperfect and controversial, but still far better 
than continuing use of GDP/GNP alone.  The OECD might be a valuable partner or lead agency in this 
project. 

 
3) National Champions.  Designated national champions are needed to promote these ideas, as regards 

national policies.  It is clearly inadequate to make only a global statement, although initiatives such as 
OECD’s Green Growth Strategy deserve far more attention (in the US, this set of relatively mild policy 
proposals would be considered in 2012 as daring and “radical”). 

 
4) Designing Debates.  In addition to Op-Ed pieces, talk show appearances, and anything else that works to 

publicize the summary statement and new gross indicator of wealth and progress, considerable attention 
must be paid to staging serious debates with the proponents of mainstream economics on college 
campuses, on fair-minded television channels, and in the print media.  Debates are needed to overcome 
the structural problem of academic fragmentation and general inattention to serious issues that has been 
greatly aggravated in our era of infoglut.  There will surely be well-funded plutocratic pushback from those 
who benefit from the current reigning ideas; this obstacle must be anticipated and somehow dealt with.  
Fair and thorough debates are difficult to arrange, but perhaps can start in academia, which claims to be 
open to all ideas. 
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5) Indicators of New Economics Progress.  This biblioessay suggests by book titles alone that there is growing 
discontent with industrial era economics, especially after the still-unfolding disruptions of the Great 
Recession.  In an important New York Times article five years ago (“In Economics Departments, a Growing 
Will to Debate Fundamental Assumptions” by Patricia Cohen, 11 July 2007, B6), Frederic S. Lee of the 
Heterodox Economics Newsletter (see APPENDIX #3) is cited as estimating that 5-10% of America’s 15,000 
economists are heterodox.  Presumably, the number of full or partial apostates is growing after the 
financial crisis, but by how much?  Are there thorough debates in fact, or mere casual exchanges?  And 
what about economists in other countries?  A global survey is needed of economists’ changing allegiances, 
as well as other indicators such as which textbooks are used and how widely, and developments in global 
organizations and national policies. 

 
6) Priority Surveys.  As a way to draw attention to the evolutionary need for new and appropriate economics, 

ongoing surveys are needed among both economists and policymakers as to what is needed most in the 
years ahead.  An exemplary model is provided by “Some Elements of the Next Global Economic System 
over the Next 20 Years,” Chapter 3 of 2009 State of the Future by Jerome Glenn, Theodore J. Gordon, and 
Elizabeth Florescu (Millennium Project, Aug 2009; www.StateOfTheFuture.org), presenting results of an 
on-line questionnaire with 217 participants from 35 countries rank-ordering economic elements for 
improving the human condition.  The top three elements were ethics as a key in economic exchanges and 
work relations, new GNP/GDP definitions that include all forms of national wealth, and a small “Tobin tax” 
on international transactions to support the global commons.  Other elements include a redefinition of 
wealth, new economic theory that accommodates many new “goods” such as information, new financial 
rules, a global minimum living wage applied to local conditions, and greatly increased public disclosure of 
tax havens and secret accounts. 
 

7) Investigative Reporters  Addressing Obstacles.  A number of heterodox economists have claimed that 
many economics departments in major universities lock them out for lack of publications in the “right” 
journals, which are controlled by mainstream economists.  This charge, suggesting a huge scandal of 
repressed discourse in academia, quite possibly deserves a book-length inquiry by investigative reporters.  
Universities are supposed to encourage progress in all areas of thinking and truth-seeking.  But, in fact, do 
many economics departments present obstacles to learning and the necessary evolution of new and 
appropriate economic thought for the 21st century?  The possible corruption of scholarly ideals is too 
important to be ignored. 

 

http://www.stateofthefuture.org/

